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Outline

Participants will place gesso in textured areas on the paper and create a landscape (choice of

abstracted or traditional) using pastel wet for the underpainting. Techniques include using pastel wet

and replacing tooth on paper for pastel work.

Materials List

Visual diary and pencil for taking notes and sketching out your landscape composition.

Paper – Art Spectrum Colourfix in Soft Umber or White or Clear – your choice to work on a full sheet

or half sheet size, but this paper must be masking taped to a backing board, so the size of your

backing board may determine the size of the paper you use.

Art Spectrum Clear Pastel Primer. A wide bristle brush for application.

Soft Pastels – your regular pastels; a basic good selection includes a cool and hot each of red, yellow

and blue; also an orange, mauve and green, and some earth colours, plus of course, white. Hard

pastels and pastel pencils are optional if you want detail.

Optional - other drawing media for example charcoal, charcoal pencil, conte etc

Palette knife.

White gesso. Suggestion – cheaper gessoes are too “wet” for this technique. I use Atelier gesso.

White tissue paper – a limited supply will be available. This is not facial tissue or paper towel or

crepe paper – you can purchase white tissue paper in a newsagency etc.

Stencils will be available if you choose to use them after seeing a demonstration.

A container for water (I use an old ice cream container); a synthetic hair flat brush (Taklon). Paper

towels or wet wipes to wipe hands. Towel to cover your workspace.

Reference photographs: photos of landscapes that have a distinct foreground, middle ground and

background. There will be some photos available, or you are welcome to follow along with the

demonstration. You may wish to produce an abstracted work.


